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irstly a big thank you must go to
the BFI for funding and supporting
Film Hub South East, which has
been an exciting new venture for
the Independent Cinema Office. We
welcomed the opportunity to take on
such a geographically and culturally
diverse region and to form new and
fruitful partnerships at a regional level.
In particular, we have relished
working more closely with a number
of local authorities on our ambitious
New Towns heritage project which was
funded by the National Lottery Heritage
Fund in addition to the BFI; piloting
a new approach to the development
of Young Film Programmer’s Groups
in the region, a long-term strategy for
young audience development which
also provides young people with access
points into the industry; working to
find and fund new filmmaking talent as
well as supporting local networks for
creative talent through BFI NETWORK;
and supporting a range of festivals
and venues to build new audiences

for independent cinema throughout
the region.
Film Hub South East forms part of
the wider national BFI Film Audience
Network which supports organisations
through national initiatives around
audience development. We’ve been
happy to support individuals and
organisations to attend national events
and conferences through our training
and bursary scheme, and to help
develop the independent cinema sector
in the South East by building capacity
and facilitating spaces for collaboration.
It’s been a rollercoaster 18 months
and we know that there are things that
need to be refined and that there is lots
more to do, but we would like to thank
you all for the support, generosity and
encouragement. We very much look
forward to working in partnership
with you over the coming year.
C ATHAR I NE D ES FORG E S
Director, Independent Cinema Office,
and Film Hub South East
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Our
year in
numbers

2,474
CINEMA ADMISSIONS
VIA OUR PROGRAMMING
GROUP

10
PROGRAMMING
GROUP MEMBERS

N E W Y O U N G F I L M P R O G R A M M E R ’S
G R O U P S E S TA B L I S H E D

YOUNG FILM
PROGRAMMERS
ENLISTED

FOLLOWERS

5
F I L M F E S T I VA L S A N D T O U R I N G
NETWORKS SUPPORTED
45,925 ADMISSIONS
919 SCREENINGS

1,285

693

3,949

FA C E B O O K

I N S TA G R A M

TWITTER

17,422
U N I Q U E W E B S I T E PA G E V I E W S
AND 556 E-NEWSLETTER
SUBSCRIBERS

10
FILMMAKERS
S U P P O R T E D AS PA R T
OF BFI NETWORK

986
B F I N E T W O R K TA L E N T
M E E T U P AT T E N D E E S
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37

7

Over
150,000
PEOPLE REACHED THROUGH
O U R S C R E E N H E R I TA G E W O R K

129

47

BFI NETWORK PROJECT
L A B AT T E N D E E S

BURSARIES PROVIDED FOR TRAINING &
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES

14
OPEN PROJECTS SUPPORTED
10,523 ADMISSIONS
226 SCREENINGS
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Geographical
Impact

N ORWI C H

KING’S
LYNN
PETERBOROU GH

Open Project Support
Film Festivals and Touring Network Support
2

Outdoor Screenings Scheme
Programming Group

BANBURY

C AMBRIDGE

MILTON
KEYNES

W ELW YN
GARDEN C ITY

Young Film Programmer’s Groups
Training & Professional Development Bursary
BFI NETWORK Talent Meet-up

C HIPPING
NORTON

BFI NETWORK Project Lab
OXFORD

WOOD B R I D G E

IPSW IC H
SAFFRON
WALDEN

LUTON
HIGH
W YC OMBE

C HELMSFORD

WALLINGFORD

S OUTHEND-ON-SEA
LONDON
GRAYS

READING

TU NBRIDGE
W ELLS

M AR G ATE

C ANTERBURY
D OVER

HASLEMERE
HORSHAM

FO L K ESTON E

C HIC HESTER

2

HASTINGS

4 4

BRIGHTON
EASTBOURNE
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Case
Studies

C AS E STU DY

The Mill’s Film Club

Love the events at the
Harbour Arm, the screen
is a great new addition
to Folkestone.
— Audience feedback

CAS E STU DY

Folkestone Fringe Harbour Screen

Bartle Halpin Photography
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As part of our Outdoor Screenings
scheme, we supported the inaugural
cinema season of Harbour Screen.
The screen was a great introduction to
Folkestone’s cultural landscape with 32
screenings across the summer holiday
period attracting over 5,000 admissions.
As part of this project, Folkestone
Fringe started a Young Film
Programmers’ panel for 18-25 year olds.
Members were given the opportunity
to develop a programme of events and
talks, whilst also receiving support
and mentorship from Folkestone
Fringe staff. The group developed a
mini festival called Animation Matters,
and successfully promoted the films
alongside conversations with local
filmmakers. One of these filmmakers
was Astrid Goldsmith, who went on
to receive support for her upcoming
animated short film Red Rover via BFI
NETWORK funding.
The Harbour Screen also showed a
range of short films from filmmakers
across Kent before a number of feature
films, giving people an insight into the
breadth of talent in the county, as well
as Jessica Hynes’ Folkestone based
feature film The Fight.

As part of our Open Project proposals
scheme, we supported The Mill’s Film
Club, which was created as a response
to results from a market research study
indicating a demand for arthouse titles
to be shown in Banbury and the wider
area, which is otherwise served only by
a small commercial cinema. This project
has enabled the provision of arthouse
films to those living in the town and
wider community.
The club focussed on showing
independent British and international
titles, screening 19 films between
September 2018 and March 2019. By
being able to screen films regularly over
an extended period of time, The Mill’s
Film Club has been able to grow and
sustain an audience base. Audiences
also had the opportunity to engage in
dialogue and discussion beyond the
viewing experience through Film Club
socials, pre-screening talks delivered by
Oxford University and casual one to one
discussions with the programmer before
and after screenings.
As part of their development work
in the community, they recruited an
Outreach and Youth Engagement
Project Manager to develop the learning
and participation offer for young
people aged 0-18 and increase outreach
activities in schools and youth groups.
Staff also benefited from attending
our BFI FAN funded course, REACH:
Strategic Audience Development.

Courtesy of The Mill Arts Centre

Courtesy of Norwich Film Festival

C AS E STU DY

Norwich Film Festival
As part of our Film Festivals scheme,
we supported Norwich Film Festival,
which ran from 6-18 November 2018.
The festival provided audiences with a
wide range of independent features and
short films, welcoming a record number
of attendees with a 160% increase on
numbers from 2017.
Over the course of 12 days, Norwich
Film Festival held 42 events, screened 135
independent British and international
films, including 127 short films. The
festival also welcomed a host of writers,
producers, costume designers, actors,
and editors to talk about their work and
complement screenings, as well as a
number of networking sessions.
Norwich Film Festival focused on
attracting young audiences, with
35% of their audience aged between
16-25. They also curated a Women
in Film screening with Q&A, hosted
a screening for the Deaf community
and showed a diverse range of films to
engage a different range of audiences.
To celebrate local talent, there was an
open competition for films made by
filmmakers in the region, with specific
screenings of East Anglian films
including archive footage.

This is one of the best film
festivals I have been to.
The organisers were really
welcoming and had a great
selection of films and events.
Well worth the visit.
— Audience feedback

56% of attendees were new
in 2018 and 96% of attendees
would attend again
Case Studies — 8

Programming
Group

I

n order to support exhibitors in
the South East more closely we
established a Programming Group in
June 2018, bringing together different
independent cinemas from across the
region, each making a commitment
to feature more specialised films and
greater cultural diversity in their
programming.
The aim of the group is to increase
the range of films available to audiences
across the region by giving participating
cinemas the initial support, skills,
knowledge and confidence to work
with a wider range of films for a wider
range of audiences. The group has ten
dedicated participating venues so far,
with the aim of expanding to include
more venues in 2019.

Happy as Lazzaro, courtesy of Modern Films

films with release and programming
information. The exhibitor must then
select a minimum of one film per month
that they would otherwise not consider.
This selection process is managed in
conjunction with Film Hub South East.
Along with this presentation of film
content and bespoke programming
support, we ran a series of capacity
building sessions on topics such as
audience development, distribution and
marketing, whilst also screening film
previews for the group. The meetings
take place at a new venue in the region
each time, so that exhibitors have the
opportunity to visit and learn about
each other’s cinemas in turn building a
stronger network.

What our Programming Group says:
Participating cinemas:
Capernaum, courtesy of Picturehouse Entertainment

Burning, courtesy of Thunderbird Releasing
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3 Faces, courtesy of New Wave Films

›› Broadway Cinema & Theatre,
Letchworth
›› Campus West, Welwyn Garden City
›› The Capitol Horsham
›› Chelmsford City Theatres
›› Corn Exchange Wallingford
›› Gulbenkian, Canterbury
›› Kino-Teatr, Hastings
›› Norden Farm Centre for the Arts,
Maidenhead
›› The Theatre Chipping Norton
›› Towner Art Gallery, Eastbourne
At each meeting the group is presented
with a menu of 12 new specialised

Feedback from the group has been
very positive with venues screening
films they would never have screened
previously, seeing new younger
audiences attend screenings,
engendering a real appetite for the
development of programming skills,
and seeing a change in practices in
venue operations. Overall, audience
numbers reflect the wider performance
of the selected films, so the participating
cinemas are already achieving results
similar to established independent
cinemas that have been supporting
audience development for more
specialised programming for many years.

Being part of the
Programming Group has
definitely enabled us to
take more risks in our
programming choices.
The meetings have been
invaluable in terms of
gaining more insight into
upcoming releases to inform
our programming choices.
Having access to the ICO/
FHSE programming team
to give background context
to films on the menu has
really helped us consider
more carefully which films
in particular would work
for our audience.
— Becky Lees, Gulbenkian
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Young Film
Programmer’s
Groups

Screenings have been
well attended with 89%
of audiences aged 16-30
and 50% of the audience
new to the Electric Palace.

Credit Chris Payne

Julia Andrews-Clifford, 0ur FHSE
Young Film Programmer’s Groups
Manager, explains ‘Why Young Film
Programmers?’

S

ince September 2018 we have
enlisted 37 new Young Film
Programmers aged between 16-25,
across seven groups, greatly increasing
the number of Young Programmers in
the region. We are helping groups to
present screenings of independent and
British films for young audiences. So
far the groups have screened 23 films
including Loving Vincent, Persepolis and
Hunt for the Wilderpeople with many
more events scheduled.

New groups established:
›› The Curve, Slough
›› Deal Music and Arts at Linden Hall
Studios, Deal
›› Electric Palace Cinema, Hastings
›› Folkestone Harbour Arm, Folkestone
›› The Palace Cinema, Broadstairs
›› South Hill Park Arts, Bracknell
›› Trinity Theatre, Tunbridge Wells
In year one we worked with partner
organisations Saffron Screen and
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Depot to deliver this initiative. They
have been responsible for developing a
wider network for young programmers
all around the region and connecting
existing groups with newly established
ones. This work, which includes the
creation of a comprehensive resource
pack, has been vital in building capacity
in venues to ensure the long-term
sustainability of the project.
In addition to in-venue training,
there have been three training days
in Kent, Berkshire and East Sussex for
current and potential facilitators from
across the region. These comprised
practical information, case study
presentations and action-planning
workshops and attracted 31 attendees
from 20 venues across the region.
Lastly, a region-wide Young Film
Programming Networking & Training
meeting for facilitators and Young
Film Programmers was hosted at BFI
Southbank. There were 40 attendees
who gave excellent feedback and
positive responses.

The session was the perfect
way for us as a team to really
understand the vision for
the project. The hands-on
bit around planning our
own event gave a brilliant
flavour of what the young
programmers would be
doing. It was great to get the
relevant people in the same
room, to actually carve out
that time to look at how we
move forward.
—D
 ayna White, The Curve,

Young Film Programming Networking & Training

“Young Film Programmer’s Groups are
an exciting approach to building the
cinephile generation of the future. They
empower young people to be part of this
change – enabling them to go behind
the scenes of the cinema exhibition
industry, make their voices heard and
research, plan and deliver their own
screenings, events and festivals.
We want to work in partnership with
venues to break down the barriers
between young audiences and cultural
cinema. Currently, 42% of the cinemagoing public are under 24 but they
don’t tend to engage with a wide
range of films – instead they go to see
blockbusters at the local multiplex. Our
aim is to harness these huge numbers
of young people through Young Film
Programmer’s Groups, encouraging
young people to deliver screenings to
their own peer groups and steering
them towards independent and cultural
cinema venues across the South East.
We’ve been delighted by the response
from venues who have understood
that creating a unique and authentic
offer is a long-term investment, and
from the young people themselves
who have fully immersed themselves
in the experience. One of our key aims
as we move into year two is to develop
and strengthen this exciting network
by encouraging further collaborative
work across the region.”

Credit Resource Productions and Terry Payman. The Curve, Slough.
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A closer look at Young Electrics
In Summer 2018, Film Hub South
East supported the Electric Palace in
successfully applying for local authority
funding to run weekly sessions for
up to ten young people to learn about
film programming and gain hands-on
experience running monthly screenings.
Starting with just two members in
September 2018, this number has grown
to six regular attendees via an ongoing
recruitment drive. Their programming
has been diverse and provided a clear
alternative to the multiplex, featuring
titles such as Persepolis, The Disaster
Artist, Moon and Brick.
Screenings have been well attended
with 89% of audiences aged 16-30
and 50% of the audience new to the
Electric Palace, demonstrating how
the programme has opened doors to
new audiences. As part of our ongoing
strategy to sustain YFP Groups beyond
initial funding, from September 2019
the facilitation of Young Electrics will
pass to Sussex Coast College who will
continue the initiative and screenings
at the Electric as part of their ongoing
enrichment programme.

It’s a great way to meet new
people, make connections
and learn about film. It’s
a blossoming foundation.
I’ve learned marketing
skills and am learning
about film distribution, not
to mention people skills
and pitching ideas.
— Maxi Della-Porta, Young Programmer,
Electric Palace Cinema
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BFI NETWORK

South East Stories

Tehzeeb, directed by Myriam Raja

S

ince April 2018 Film Hub South
East has been working with BFI
NETWORK to provide support for new
and emerging filmmakers across the
region. Tom Wightman is our dedicated
BFI NETWORK Talent Executive for the
South East.
Thanks to National Lottery funding
we have been able to offer advice to
regional filmmakers on their creative
development; hold regular events
across the region to encourage
networking, filmmaker collaboration
and skills development and recommend
the filmmakers we work with for BFI
NETWORK funding.
In the past year, Film Hub South East
has held nine Project Labs centred
around producing and script writing
and 13 Talent Meet Ups.
The Project Labs were created to
offer a focussed day in a specialist
area within production led by industry
professionals. To complement this
activity the Talent Meet Ups create
regular spaces for filmmaking talent
to meet up and share ideas, hear
from different people from within
the industry, but fundamentally to
connect with other talent and hopefully
form teams to apply for the funds in
the future. We have also funded ten
projects so far including eight short
films and two early development
treatments, expected to be completed
in Autumn 2019.
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Courtesy of Astrid Goldsmith

We have released a collective of shorts,
called South East Stories celebrating
new filmmaking talent across the region.
Curated by Film Hub South East and
selected from close to 100 submissions,
these ten short films tell cinematic
stories that linger in the mind, challenge
your perceptions and transport you to
seaside towns and bustling cities while
introducing audiences to an array of
exciting emerging filmmakers, some of
whom have received funding from BFI
NETWORK for new productions. The
programme premiered at Cambridge
Film Festival and Cinecity Brighton, and
has subsequently screened at several
venues around the region. It is available
to book until October 2019. Part of our
mission at Film Hub South East is to
help connect the vibrant filmmaking
community of the South East with
the exhibition sector, so our diverse
regional talent can be celebrated,
championed and seen on the big screen.

Courtesy of Michael Mante

Nailman, directed by Jack Martin

Hear from two of the
filmmakers supported
Astrid Goldsmith received BFI
NETWORK short film funding for her
upcoming animated short film Red Rover.
“One of the best things about
developing a film with BFI NETWORK
support is the access it gives you to help
and advice from industry professionals.
After I had submitted my second draft
script, Thomas arranged a meeting
with Script Editor Kate Leys, whose
input and insight were invaluable. I cut
and rewrote vast chunks of the script,
spent another month redrawing the
storyboard (painful!) and ended up
with a much stronger, leaner animatic.”

Michael Mante received BFI NETWORK
early development funding for writing
his first feature and short film funding
for his upcoming film Sandpaper.
“I was given freedom into how to format
the treatment of my film and provided with
continual support that included workshops
with Script Editor Kate Leys and various
other meetings with Tom Wightman
and people from the BBC who were
interested in talking through the story
with me and helping to get it to a better
place. The supporting funds also allowed
for me to bring in a talented storyboard
artist named Elena Gumeniuk.”

Nāca, directed by Ramzan Miah
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Screen
Heritage

C OVER AG E I N THE G UA RD I A N

The project culminated in a
national touring programme
which has generated wide
interest beyond the original
scope of the project. The
programme is available
to book across the UK
until May 2021.

A new compilation of archive
films from the Independent
Cinema Office chronicling
Britain’s pioneering postwar New Town movement
– and our ongoing love-hate
relationship with it.
— The Guardian, 15.5.19
Poster image Transatlantic Teleview: New Towns in Britain, courtesy of BFI National Archive

W

hilst developing our Film
Hub South East activities we
decided to take a strategic approach
to our screen heritage work through
the creation of New Towns, Our Town
– Stories on Screen. The New Towns
movement is one of the South East’s
most significant shared stories, with a
legacy and an impact that are still felt
and discussed today.
With support from the National
Lottery Heritage Fund, and working
closely with the BFI National Archive,
the East Anglian Film Archive and
Screen Archive South East, this project
sought to increase the visibility of the
New Towns movement and to celebrate
the unique social history and heritage of
these pioneering towns with specific film
exhibition activity in Crawley, Harlow,
Hemel Hempstead and Stevenage –
the UK’s first four New Towns.
In December 2018, we took the
archive material directly into busy
public spaces. For two weeks we
continuously back-projected the footage
onto empty shop windows in Harlow’s
main shopping centre, and on Stevenage
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Borough Council windows facing the
town’s busy bus station. In Hemel
Hempstead we were given exclusive
access to screen the footage on their
town’s ‘Big Screen’ and in Stevenage and
Crawley we also had one-day events
in their town squares. Footfall counters
showed that this activity reached over
150,000 people across the four towns.
Our community screenings, taking
place between January – March 2019 in
a range of spaces including museums,
galleries, churches, community centres
and care homes across the towns, were
attended by over 1000 people. Following
the screenings, audience members were
offered the opportunity to record their
own experiences, with these memories
and stories informing our subsequent
education resources for local schools
to support use of this archive material
in the classroom.
The project culminated in a
national touring programme which
has generated wide interest beyond
the original scope of the project. The
programme is available to book across
the UK until May 2021.

The ‘New Towns, Our
Town’ project, through an
innovative engagement plan,
has ensured that the films
have been accessed and
enjoyed by new audiences
and large audience numbers.

Hemel Homestead, courtesy of BFI National Archive

— Angela Graham, Archive Manager,
East Anglian Film Archive

Isabella Keeling
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Marketing
Initiatives

What’s Next?

T

o support our Film Hub South East
members we have set up a number
of marketing initiatives to encourage the
sharing of ideas and to build a stronger,
more connected region. This includes:
›› A monthly round up e-newsletter
reaching over 550 subscribers,
featuring all the latest news
and opportunities taking place.
Members are actively encouraged
to share updates for this.
›› Developing the Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram channels under
@FilmHubSE, reaching over
5,800 followers collectively.
›› Launching a closed Facebook group
for members to allow for more
direct discussions between them,
with 79 members.
›› For filmmaker outreach, launching the
@networkfhse Twitter handle with
over 380 followers, as well as South
East Talent Connect, a Facebook
group for emerging filmmakers in
the region with 110 members.
›› Setting up a closed Facebook group for
Young Film Programmers, currently
reaching 48 active members.
›› Launching a dedicated Young Film
Programmer’s e-newsletter with over
80 subscribers, showcasing monthly
news and opportunities.
You can keep up to date with all the
latest Film Hub South East news
by signing up to the newsletter at:
independentcinemaoffice.org.uk/filmhub-south-east.
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We would like to develop
and strengthen the network
of South East exhibitors, to
build a vibrant and active
community.

Chris Payne

O

ur vision for Film Hub South East
remains the same and has two
clear aims:

audiences to engage with communal
film-watching.

Schemes continuing into 2019/20
1. To enable a wider section of people to
watch a greater range of films in a greater
number of locations, by increasing:

Training
I

n our first year of operation
we focussed our training and
development efforts on the large
number of film festivals in the region.
We hosted a three day free strategic
development course for South East film
festivals in January 2019. The sessions
covered business planning, sponsorship
and marketing strategies, led by expert
speakers Sarah Gee, Co-Founder at
Indigo, Dagmar Forelle, Former Head
of Sponsorship at the Berlinale and
Sarah Boiling, Independent Audience
Consultant. The objective was to build
on the strong set of festivals in the
South East and help to make their
next editions even better than before.
Gathering festivals together also
enabled attendees to learn from each

• The number of venues offering
ambitious and diverse programmes
• Opportunities for audiences to
engage in dialogue and discussion
around film
• Audiences for independent and
British film
other, with the understanding that other
festivals face similar challenges as them.

Bursaries
We are also proud to have presented
members with 47 bursaries to
enable them to attend training and
development sessions. Over the course
of the year, these bursaries have
been used to support attendance at a
variety of different events, including
ICO Screening Days events, Young
Programmer’s Networking Groups
and the 2018 edition of the This Way
Up Conference. Bursaries have been
provided to support organisations such
as film festivals, community cinemas
and independent cinemas.

2. To create a more integrated and better
connected exhibition community in
the region, by encouraging:
•
•
•
•

More collaboration between exhibitors
More peer-to-peer learning
More sharing of resources
A stronger sense of a network

The schemes we’ve devised provide
resources for members to create and
deliver exciting film projects and to
develop new audiences. We have
also implemented strategic initiatives
to support members to produce
new inventive and expansive film
programmes, and to work together
to encourage and empower younger

We’re delighted to continue with and
build on the following schemes in the
coming year:
›› Open Project Proposals
support scheme
›› Outdoor Screenings support scheme
›› Film Festivals support scheme
›› Programming Group
›› Developing Young Film Programmer’s
and Influencer Groups
›› Screen Heritage touring programme
›› Training & Professional
Development bursaries
›› BFI NETWORK
Our focus for year two will be to
continue to support and encourage
projects that seek to diversify and
provide access to independent
and British film, and cultivate new
audiences. We would like to develop
and strengthen the network of South
East exhibitors, to build a vibrant
and active community. In year
two we welcome a new dedicated
Development Officer to provide
support and advice to members, on
applying for funding and delivering
audience development projects.
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